Abstract
Introduction
Crowd security management in public places is increasingly important in social activities [1] [2] . Monitoring crowd through video surveillance system is a direct and extensive way in our social life. But it often needs artificial identification in the existing monitoring system. An intelligent monitoring system which can be used to identify abnormal crowd behavior automatically is needed in future development. This is also a main research task in the computer vision and pattern recognition field. The motion of crowd is a complex one which consists of many people and may exhibit long-range dependence. So this is a big challenge to make abnormal crowd motion detection in computer vision.
Since several years ago, many state-space models have been proposed for modeling crowd motion in video sequences, due to the continuous and time-ordered property of movement [3] , such as MRF, HMM, CRF, and so on.
As a statistical model with finite state, HMM (Hidden Markov Model) is the most representative algorithm in state-space models [4] . It is a generative model that includes hidden state structure. HMM has been widely applied to voice processing [5] . Similar to the voice signal, crowd motion is also a time-series signal which is smooth in short-term and stable in long-term. So it is feasible to model and analyze crowd motion using HMM. But HMM assumes that the observations are conditionally independent. This restriction makes it difficult to model long-range dependencies among observations or multiple overlapped features of these observations.
To overcome the shortcoming of HMM, Conditional Random Fields (CRF) was first proposed by Lafferty [6] . The main advantage of the CRF framework is that it relaxes the restriction of conditional independence of the observations. CRF can choose contextual features to solve the problem of the tag bias, and can get the global optimal value through
Motion Feature Extraction
In the pre-processing, the mask of motion region is obtained using the Mixture of Gaussians background model (GMM) per frame. A Gaussian filter is used to smooth the frame sequence to reduce the acquisition noise prior to the optical flow computation.
This paper extracts optical flow as motion feature to build observation vectors. The optical flow method is often used as a description of the events in complex scenes nowadays [11] . Optical flow vectors have a good description of the change rate and direction of the pixel gray values and indirectly reflect the target moving speed and direction. So we can use optical flow features to build diff erent motion patterns of th crowed motion. In our approach, an observation vector is built from the motion vectors of each frame. We divide the angle  2 into 12 levels, and each level has an increase of 6 

. Each observation vector has 12 dimensions on behalf of these 12 directions, respectively. The direction probability distribution of each frame can be directly estimated from the direction. We compute the velocity and angle of every motion vector of a certain frame and then put the total number of motion vectors with the same change in the angle range into the corresponding dimension of the observation vector. And the velocity is weighed to the number of certain angle. The observation vector of a frame is obtained by this method, and the same processing is performed to all frames which we will train and test. The calculated observation vector indicates the direction distribution and direction tendency of the frame. To have an intuitive representation of observation vector, we draw a direction histogram of the vector field. The direction histograms are displayed in Figure 1 . Similar to CRF proposed by Lafferty in [6] , in the training process, we estimate parameters using the following objective function:
The first term in (1) is the log-likelihood function, i.e.
The second term in (1) is the log of a Gaussian prior, i.e.
Based on this standard, we search the optimal parameter values using gradient descent method,
. As other models with hidden states (e.g., HMM), the hidden states make the optimization non-convex. We search for parameters and local optimal solution through initializing multiple random starting points and calculate the mean value of the parameters.
We represent the structural constraints with the structure of an undirected graph, in which hidden variables } h ,..., {h m 1 stand for vertexes of a graph E. And E can be arbitrary, but it should capture the structure of H in any domain. A set of edges E k j  ) , ( represents links connecting hidden variables j h and k h . In the task of abnormal crowd motion detection, E is a chain which can capture the temporal dynamics.
In our proposed HCRF model, window function is used for representing the number of observations in the past and the future which predicts the state at frame As E is a chain, there exists a certain method to inference and parameter estimation. The objective functions of HCRF, i.e. Eq.(1) can be described as marginal distributions of hidden state variables. These distributions can be computed using belief propagation.
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Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the efficiency of our proposed method, the experiment has been done on the UMN dataset [12] . This dataset includes some scenes of crowded scatter events. Each video consists of two cases, i.e. normal and abnormal situations, such as the crowd suddenly changes their motion state from walk to scatter in different directions. As the needed to give real-time test results rather than analyze the whole video before the final result is given, we select a specific length of the observed sequence and update the values of the sequence in real time. Here we give a length of window m  K of observed sequence, the K values in the window is initialized to 10. The process is equivalent to slide window on the observation sequence, the newest observation value enters the window and the oldest observation value slide out of the window on the arrival of the new frame, shown in Figure 3 . A constantly updated finite-length sequence of observations has gotten in this way. In order to compare the effect of different models, we take the same dataset for experiments using HMM model and CRF model, and statistic average accuracy. Figure 5 shows the graph of these models used in our experiment. The Gaussian cluster method is used by Shu Wang [13] . The accuracies of different models are shown in Table 1 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an approach to estimate the abnormality of a crowd scene. The method is based on Hidden Conditional Random Fields Model (HCRF) and represents different motion patterns with direction distribution. The experiments on two different scenarios show that our method is able to detect the abnormal crowd motion effectively. In future work, we will involve more motion characteristics such as velocity and acceleration in the abnormality detection of a crowd scene.
